5 December 2017

LightwaveRF plc
(AIM: LWRF)
Lightwave Generation 2 Apple HomeKit Range in Apple UK stores
LightwaveRF plc ("LightwaveRF" or the "Company"), the leading smart home solutions
provider, announces that Apple has commenced the roll out of Lightwave’s next
generation Apple HomeKit certified product range across its UK retail store network.
The Generation 2 product range is on sale in a number of Apple stores, including its
key London locations in Regent Street, Westfield and Covent Garden, as well as
Manchester, Birmingham and Reading. This follows the Company’s announcement on
19 October 2017 that the new Lightwave product range was available on Apple’s online
store. Apple has now started placing additional orders for the Company’s Generation
2 range following stronger than expected sales volumes since launch.
Andrew Pearson, LightwaveRF’s CEO, commented:
"Although the Generation 2 range has only been on sale with Apple for a few weeks,
the initial feedback and the placing of new orders at this early stage is very
encouraging.”
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About LightwaveRF
LightwaveRF plc ("LightwaveRF" or the "Company") pioneered smart home
automation with the introduction of the market's first Internet enabled devices in
2008. Today the Company markets a complete smart home system for lighting,
heating, power and security.
LightwaveRF offers a cloud platform and an extensive range of retrofitted
LightwaveRF designed and manufactured sockets, dimmers, relays, thermostats,
heating, energy, sensing, monitoring and control devices.
These devices are operated by conventional manual control, handheld remote,
smartphone and tablet based apps. The LightwaveRF system can also be operated
using Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa voice control, is Apple HomeKit compatible
and provides users with dashboards to manage their smart home.
We are dedicated to making everyone's lives easier and more fulfilled through world
leading smart home technology.
For further information and to sign up for investor news alerts please visit:
www.lightwaverf.com/corporate/

